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Hong-flh  ZoU
Theiraune  devce  (UD)and (lkss  so)
tite  injectabl are relatively oost  g7ective  M.  An AthotIC  Evaluation  In the long run,  cultural  attributes  ana
methodofoontreptionthat couldprob  of Sucem  In Structural  the spirit of capitalism help explain wh3
ably improw  contraoptive prevalence.  Adjustnel:  Japan, the four Asian "miracls,"  an
Thy  both  require  copital  inuetment and  many countries with Protestant retgion
trained medical manpouer - which are  Patrick  Conway  have  succeeded  economically.
beyond the  feans  and jurisdiction  of
lndonesia's  family plannin  agency but  Countries  that folowed  a prescription  of  Why  do  different  countries  have different
would  proably pay off, especially  in ift-  relatiusly  low  government  spending,  deep  long-term avings  and growth  rates? Why
proved  heath  mm.  financial markets,  and outward onenta.  is the  productivity rate  not the same
tionintr  epolicyperformeds&gniflcantly  around the world?  Recent  now  theories  ei
Acomparativeaalysisofthreeprovinces  better  than tho  that did not when coun.  endogenous  growth have tried to answer
in Indonea  indicates that the I[  and,  tries are ranked by adjusted economic  these quesions  by replacing the usual
to  less  extent, the injectable,  are methods  peformance.  assumption of diminishing returns  in
that, if available,  would  probably  be used  production. Zou  offers  an alternative: he
and would  contribute to high contracep-  Conway presents  and  implements  a  introduces 'the  pirit of capitalism' (as
tive prevalence.  methodology  for asseing  the success  of  Max  Weber  usedtheterm)intothemodel.
Moreover, the IUD appears to be  structural adjustment based on a  fxed  In the long run, countries with dif-
relatively  cost-effective.  effect' methodology.  ferentdegreesofeapitalistspiritwillhave
But the IUD  (and to less extent the  He examines data for 75 countries  different  consumption,  capital stock,  anc
injectable) requires capital investment  over 11 years.  Performance indicators  endogenous  growth rates. In Zous model
and trained medical manpower (which  include measures of inflation, economic  (unliketraditionalmodels),inflationisno
are  beyond the  means and  control of  growth, external balance, and  physical  longer supernoutral in relation to long-
Indoneda's National  Family Planning  investment.  He measures government  run growth.
Coordinating  Board, BKKBN).  policiesintermsofspending,traderegime,  Zou  provides  a formal model  that
The relative delivery  cost  ofdifferent  financial deepening, and real exchange  supported by many empfrical and hi
methods are inversely related to their  rate policy.  torical studies on cultural attributes and
efficacy - so the  most  cost-effective  The empirical  estimates he obtains  economic  development. His model  helps
methods are also the most efficient - suggestthatrankingeountriesby  adjused  explain:
probably also in terms of demographic  economic  performanceyieldssignificantly  * Why Japan  and the  four Asian
impact.  Differences  in the mean age of  different results than  ranldng them by  'miraelese have succeeded.
users for the  WID  (32.5), pill (30), and  historical performance.  * Why nations that  had an estab-
injectable  (29) are slight - so  reproduc-  Further, countries following  a pre-  lished Protestant religion in 1870  had
tive potential and risk of pregnancy  are  scription of relatively low government  per capita income  in 1979  that was more
about equal among  different  user groups.  spending, deep financial markets, and  than a third higher than in Catholic na.
Clearly,  altering the delivery  system  outward orientation in trade policy  per-  tions.
- particularly in favor of methods that  formedsignificantlybetterthan  thosethat  *  Why  Britishindustry has declined
require medical  facilities and staff-  re-  did not.  since 1850.
quires investment in facility, staff, and  This prescription  was correlated  sig-  This  paper - a product  of  the Public
thecostofinitiatinganewmethod.  This  nificantly  with  more rapid  economic  Economics  Division,  Country Economics
merits a detailed  cost-benefit  analysis, as  growth,  current  accounts with lower  Department  -is  part ofa larger effort  in
the data strongly suggest that such in-  deficits, expanded investment, and  re-  PRE to study long-run growth and eco-
vestments might pay off, especially be-  duced inflation.  nomic  policies.  Copies  are available  free
cause they would also improve  medical  This paper - a product of  the Trade  from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW
care.  Policy  Division,  Country Economics  De-  Washington DC 20433.  Please contaci
This paper is a product of the Popu-  partment - is part of a larger effort in  Ann Bhalla, room NIO-055,  extension
lation, Health, and Nutrition Division,  PRE to identify  empirical  regularities in  37699  (28  pages).
Population and Human Resources De-  the nexus of economic  performance  and
partment of the World  Bank, in coopera-  government policy  for developing  coun-
tionwiththeIndonesianNationalFamily  tries. Copies  are available  free from the
Planning Coordinating Board, and the  World Bank, 1818  H Street NW, Wash-
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Royal  ington, DC 20433. Please contact DawnPelicy,  Planning,  and  Reserh  Woriing  PAper  Sers
631. The Mlcroeconomic  and judicious monetary policies  were in-  faster than GDP  and exceeds  government
f the Publi  Setor Deficit:  strumentalinrestraininginflation. With  revenues.  The  central  bank borrow#  about
he  Cove of  Morocco  a brief exception  in 1983,  monetary au-  80 percent of the private banks' lending
thorities remained firmly committed to  power.
i;cardoFaini  avoiding inflationary financing of the
budget deficit.  But this strategy could  Argentina has  had  a  quarter  century
Growth has remained relatively  high in  succeed  only  because  of the wide-ranging  without growth at  a time of rapid eco-
Morocco,  and inflation subdued Morocco  systemofcreditandmonetaryregulations  nomic  growth  in the rest of the world  and
has madde  gat  prqress  toward macro'  that  chanreled domestic funds toward  government  spending  systematically
economicandfiscal  etability,  but the need  the treasury at relatively  low cost.  But  grows faster than  GDP.  Spending de-
remains for an unsha,ken  commitment  to  the  prospects for  continuing  such  a  clined  when the final crisis of the Argen-
sent diociptine,  a determined q7eort  to  strategy are not favorable,  tine economy  began in  1982,  but more
reform the tax and  public spending sys-  Growth performance  can be attrib-  because of resource constraints than de-
tene, and a measured attempt to make  utedtoanoutstandingexportresponseto  liberate political  action -and  too late to
edit avilable  for investment and  to  the new trade regime and to favorable  avoid the financial crisis that  brought
beraulefinnan-il markets.  supply shocks - including a  string of  hyperinflation(approaching5,OOOpercent
record agricultural harvests and the col-  in 1989).  The government  ran a primary
Morocco's  recent  economic  history re-  lapse of real oil prices.  deficit  (not including  interest payments)
sembles  those ofmany African  countries.  Morocco  has made great progress  every year from 1961  to 1989,  so  it issued
Morocco'seconomiedifficultiesoriginated  toward macroeconomic  and fiscal stabil-  money and interest-bearing debt.  As a
in the commodity  (phosphate)  boom  of  the  ity but the author recommends:  result, the economy  experienced  high  real
mid-1970s,  which coincided  with rising  *  An unshaken commitment to fis-  interest rates and inflation.
government spending and  an  unprec-  cal  discipline. Increased  government  Despite heavy fiscal pressure, fiscal
edented expansion  of public investment  spending  will probably  crowd  out invest-  spending  has continued to  grow, system-
- ending Morocco's  earlier fiscal  conser-  ment. The short-run  benefits  on  output of  atically exceeding  revenues. Prom 1964
vatism. A sudden reversal of  the terms of  such spending  may be outweighed  by its  to 1975,  the defic.t was financed  by cre-
trade in the late 1970s - a result of a  long-run negative  impact on growth.  ating money,  with the fall of Peron and
)lungeinphosphatepricesandthesecond  a A determined  effort to reform the  the beginning  of a military regime, debt
Aii  shock - prompted Morocco  to resort  tax and public  expenditure  system,  so  the  financing  became  significant. Rodriguez'
increasingly  to extemal capital markets  brunt of fiscal  adjustment will not again  regression  study shows  that every 1 per-
to maintain an unabated level of public  fall mostly  on public  investment.  cent ofprimary  deficitis  financed  with  0.7
spending.  a Encouraging the  availability of  percent of revenue from creating money
But the continued deterioration of  credit, which  significantly  influences  the  - the  effect of collecting which is an
the termsoftrade and  theunexpectedrise  demand for investment.  additional 67.9  percent of inflation.
in international interest rates, together  *  Studying  the impact of macroeco-  Public debt plays a peculiar role in
with  theseveredroughtof1980.84,  eroded  nomic equilibria, especially on the gov-  Argentina's finances. The central bank
debt service capacity and precipitated a  emient  budget,  to assess the best speed  has become  the chiefborrower  ofabout 80
major foreign  exchange  crisis in 1983.  for financial  liberalization.  percent of the  private banks'  lending
In response to this  crisis, Morocco  This  paper-a  product  of  the Macro-  power. In this context, a policy  of Light
launched a  medium-term program of  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-  money  to  reduce aggregate demand  basi-
econoniic  reform  and introduced  compre-  sion, Country  Economics  Department - cally increases the  transfers  from the
hensive stabilization and structurA ad-  is part of a  PRE research project, The  public  to the private sector  because  of  the
justment  measures. Since 1983,  Morocco  Macroeconomics  of the  Public Sector  higher deficit that  the rise  in interest
has made great  progress in alleviating  Deficit  (RPO 675-41).  Copies  are avail-  rates generates.
both internal and external disequilibria  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  The pressure that government  debt
- reducing the budget  deficit from 9  StreetNW,  Washington  DC  20433.  Please  puts on the financigl  markets is best cap-
Dercent  of GDP in 1942  to 4.5 percent in  contact Raquel Luz, roorw  N11-057,  ex-  tured  by  evaluating that  debt at  the
L988,andthecurrentaccountdeficitfrom  tension 34303(39 pages).  commercial exchange rate.  When th&
12 percent of GDP to 0.4 percent ir. the  stockofdebtgetsoutoflinewithavailable
same period.  reserves, pressures mount against the
Interestingly, growth has remained  632.  The Macroeonomics  currency  and devaluation follows. Then
fairly  high in Morocco,  at least in relation  of  the Public Sector Deficit:  the remaining stock of  debt rises at rates
to other highly indebted countries, and  The Case of Argentina  far beyond levels  consistent with a fixed
inflation  subdued. Morocco'sperformance  exchange  rate - and a new crisis begins
seems  to contradict  the perceived  wisdom  Carlos  Alfredo  Rodriguez  to develop.
that large budget deficits will foster in-  This paper -a  product  of the Macro-
flation.  The inflation record is particu-  Argentina has had  a quarter century  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-
larlysurprisingbecauseMoroccoachieved  withoutgrowthatatimeofrapidecornomic  sion, Country  Economics  Department  -
a20percentreal depreciationin  the 1980s.  growth in the rest of the world - and  is part of a PRE research project, The
Faini argues that wage moderation  govern  mentspendingsystematicallygrows  MacroeconomicsofthePublicSectorDefi-ft*y,  Plnning, and Raerch  Working  Paper  Sers
cit (RPO 675-31). Copies  are available  output growth.  tries, exports grew more rapidly in coun-
free from the Wor,d  Bank, 1818  H Street  This  paper-a  product  of  the Macro-  tries that pursued outward-oriented  poli-
NW,  Washington  DC 20433. Please con-  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-  cies.  In turn, continual inward orienta-
tact Raquel Lup, room N11-057,  e- :z  sion, Country Economics  Department - tion  led to losses  in  exportmarket shares.
sion 34303  (90 pages).  is part of a PRE research project, The  These results are reinforced when indi-
Macroeconomics  of the  Public Sector  vidual countries are considered.
Deficit  (RPO  676-31).  Copis  are avail-  At the same time,  the product  compo-
633.  The Macroeconomics  able free from the World Bank, 1818  H  sition of developing  countries' exports ol
of the Public Sector Deficit:  StreetNW,WashingtonDC20433.  Please  manufactured  goods  exhibits a consider-
The Case of Thailand  contact Raquel Luz, room Nl. .057, ex-  able upgrading  of exports between 1963
tension 34303  (73 pages).  and 1988. There was a shift from wood
Virabongse  Ramangkura  products and furniture and the group ol
arnd  Bhanupongse  Nidhiprnbha  other ir.dustries to engineering  products
634. Trends In Deveopinwj  Country  as well as changes in the product  compo-
Thailand's pattern of public expenditure  Exports, 1963-88  sition of severa' product categories.
finance  - relying more on tax  revenues  DespitetheoperationoftheMultifibre
and  commercial and  private  borrowing,  Bela Balassa  Arrangement (MPA), developing  coun-
and less on central bank loans and money  tries'exports  oftextilesand clothinggre
financing-has  contributed to Thailand's  Contrary  to earlier  theories, developed  only slightly less than the total manufac-
mnacroeronomic  stability.  This year, the  countries'imports  from developing coun-  tured exports ofthese  countries.  And the
government  proposes a balanced budget,  tries tend to grow faster than  the devel-  exports  of wearing  apparel  that  were
after three years of fiscal surplus.  oped countries'  gross domestic product.  supposed  to be  particularly  affected  by
And despite the alleged increase in devel-  MFA  limitations grew more  rapidly than
In the past, the Thai government usually  oped countries'import  barriers after l973,  the overall average.
ran a budget deficit.  In recent years, the  their  importe from  developing countries  This paper - a product of the Office
deficithasbecomeasurplus.  Acontinued  have  accelerated.  Exports  have grown  of the Vice President,  Development Eco-
high growth rate  in the last  three  years  mostrapidlyamongoutward.orientedde-  nomics - has  been prepared  as a back-
produced an  unexpected  rise  in tax rev-  veloping countries.  ground  paper  for the  1991 World Deuel-
enues,  and the growth of public spending  opment Report.  Copies are available free
was effectively controlled.  The govern-  Ragnar Nurkse  and, subsequently,  Raul  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW
ment  has  adopted  an  early  retirement  Prebisch  and Gunnar  Myrdal  expressed  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please contact
plan for foreign debts and  in fiscal 1991,  theviewthatdevelopedcountries'imports  the  World  Development  Report  office,
for the  first  time  in recent  history,  the  from de6elopingcountriestendtoincrease  room S13-060,extension31393(37pages,
government  proposes to balance the bud-  less rapidly than the developed countries'  with tables).
get.  gross domestic product.  It has  been fur-
The central  government's  actual  ther suggested that this situation is ag-
spendingis usually  below  planned  spend-  gravatedbythedeclineofeconomicgrowth  635.  Exchange Rates and Foreign
ing  - which is overestimated during  rates in developed  countries and by their  Trade In Korea
slumpsandunderestimatedduringbooms.  protectionistactionstowardimportsfro-n
Taxcapacityhasincreasedgraduallyover  developingcountries.  Theconclusionhas  Bela  Balassa
time relative to GDP. This factor has  been reached that developing  countries
contributed most to reducing the public  do not have favorable  prospects  in devel-  Korea's  exchange  rate has had a greater
deficit. There  have also been more auto-  oped country  markets.  effect  than other domestic  economic  van-
matic stabilizers and a decline  in depen-  The results  that  Balassa preaents  ablesonitsexports,  whichhayebeenheyto
dence  on foreign  trade tax.  conflictwiththeearlierclaims.  Hisresults  its outstanding economic  growth.  Thus
Thailand's pattern of deficit  finance  indicate  thatdevelopedcountries'imports  Korea's  use  of  the exchange  rate  s a  poicy
has contributed to macroeconomic  sta-  from developing  countries tend to grow  variable  makes  good sense  and should be
bility. In times of high deficit, the gov-  faster than the developedcountries'gross  continu-d  as long  as domestic  and  foreign
emment relies  less on  borrowing  from  the  domestic  product. And  despite  the alleged  inflation rates differ.
central bank and more  on borrowing  from  increase in import barriers in developed
conmercial  banks and the private sector.  countries after 1973,  the growth  of devel-  Korea's exports  have made an important
Money-financed  deficits are more likely  opingcountries'exportstothesecountries  contribution  to its outstanding economic
to exacerbate inflation and the current  accelerated  duringthe period.  Al percent  growth.  Its exports, in turn, have been
account deficit than any other method of  rise in the gross domestic  product of de-  affected  by domestic  economic  variable
deficit financing. The strong growth of  veloped  countries was associated with a  including exchange rate  policy,  and by
the Thai economy  is attributable partly to  1.2  percent increase in their nonfuel  im-  external influences.
appropriate fiscal responses to external  ports from the developing  countries in  Among  domestic  economic  variable
shocks. Stable  prices  helped  facilitate  the  1967-73,  and the corresponding  estimate  the exchange  rate appears to have had
depreciation  ofthe real  effectiveexchange  is 2.6  percent for 1973-88.  greaterinfluence  onexports than changes
rate, further  strengthening export and  Among groups of developing  coun-  in export  prices or changes  in the prices  of4  Policy, Planning, and Rerch  WoMIng  Pwr  Seris
competing domestic  goods. Taking into  and raw materials at  low prices in ex-  percent by 1988)  and increased the pro-
account that  Korean exports are infli.  change for often poor quality manufac-  portion  ofthe population  living  below  the
enced  by  external factors,  such as foreign  tured goods,  these gains were more  than  poverty  line  by 10  percentage  points.  (It is
export prices and foreign incomes, does  offset by the losses suY?ered  because of  significant  that3.1 million  ofthe 7million
not affect this conclusion.  insufficient technical change and  the  estimated poor in Poland a-e the 'new
Korean imports are affected by do-  straightjacket of the socialist planning  poor. T)
mestic  income,  the exchange  rate, import  system.  The composition  of the poor  has also
prices, and the prices of competing do-  For the future of the CMEA,  four  changed.  Before the crisis, most of the
mestic  goods. Again, the infl .ence  of the  alternatives present themselves- main-  poor  lived in l aral  areas; now  70 percent
exchange  rate is greater than tlmt of im-  taining  the  present  arrange  nents,  ofthemli.eincities. Thischangeoccurred
portpricesandthepricef  domesticgoods.  marketizing the CMEA,  reforming the  because  ofa sharpjump in poverty  among
The results indicat  that Korea can  CMEA,  and  dissolving the CMEA.  In  workers in the socialized  sector, whose
usefully employ the exchange rate as a  view of differences  in the extent and the  real wages  declined.
policy  variable. This has been the case  speed of the reform efforts in Eastern  The most important direct cause of
during much of the 1965-88  period that  European countries, the last alternative  increasedpovertyinthesecondhalfofthe
Balassa considers, except for  1975-80,  appears most appropriate.  At the same  1980s  was increased poverty  in workers'
when  itledto asubstantial overvaluation  time,  themoredevelopedCMEAcountries  households. The second  most important
ofthecurrency. Koreashouldalsousethe  should seek association  with the EC, fol-  cause was demographic: in shifting to
exchange rate in the future as long as  lowed  by membership.  retirement,  some workers' households
domesticandforeign  inflationratesdiffer.  For the transitional period, propos-  joined the ranks  of the poor.  The only
This paper - a product  of the Office  alshavebeenputforwardforestablishing  group for which the incidence  of poverty
of the Vice  President, Development  Eco-  payments  arrangements  among  the  decreased was mixed  households.
nomics-is  part of  alarger effort  in PRE  formerCMEAcotintries.  Theseproposals  Until the end of the period studied
to examine exchange rates  and  trade  havelittletocommendthemastheywould  (1988),  no unemployment  appeared. The
policies  in developing  countries. Copies  involve  providingerediton  thebasisofthe  wage  bill was reduced  by uniform cuts in
are available free from the World Bank,  mutual trade of the countries concerned  real wages  - so the wage  and the overall
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  rather than their total trade. And while  distribution of income remained practi-
20433.  Please contact Clare Cuskelly-  clearing arrangements would  bring some  cally  unchanged. The  real income  ofpen-
Young,  room  S9-047,  extension  39413  (16  benefit, the countries in question should  sioners' households  decreased almost as
pages).  pursue the objective  of convertibility.  much as that of workers' households.
This paper - a product  of  the Office  Farm and mixed  households  weati-
of the Vice  President, Development  Eco-  ered the crisis better than workers and
636.  Economic Integration  nomics  - is part of  a larger effort  in PRE  pensioners.  Thiswasnotsomuchbecause
In Fastern Europe  to examine  reforms in the Eastem Euro-  terms of trade between agriculture and
pean  socialist countries.  Copies are  industry improved,  but because farmers
Bela  Balassa  available  free from  the World  Bank, 1818  and mixed  households  had mom flexibil-
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  ity about economic  decisions. Farmers
Among the alternatives  for the future of  Please contact Clare  Cuskelly-Young,  couldchangethecompositionoftheircrops
the Council  for Mutual Economic  Assis-  room  89-047,  extension  39413  (22  pages).  and mixed households could also vary
tance, its dissolution seems most appro.  their !abor inputs between work in so-
priate in view  of differences  in the extent  cialized  industry and private agriculture.
nd spied of reform among its Eastern  637.  Poverty In Poland:  1978-88  This paper - a joint product of the
European  members.  Socialist  Economies  Reform  Unit, Coun-
Branko  Milanovic  try Economics  Department  and the Coun-
The Council  for Mutual Economic  Assis-  try  Operations Division, Country De-
tance (CMEA)  was established by Bul-  As a result of Poland's economic  crisis,  partment IV, Europe, Middle  East, and
.,  Czechoslovakia,  Hungary, Poland,  which began in 1978, the proportion  of  North Africa  Regional  Office  -was  writ-
-mania,  andthe Soviet Union  in 1948  as  Polishpeople  living  below  thepoverty  line  ten as a background  paper for the 1990
response to the Marshall Plan.  But  increased  from 10 percent to almost 20  World Development  Report on poverty.
nlike the Marshall Plan it provided  no  percent.  Farmandmixed(farm/nonfarm)  Copies  are available  free from the World
nancial assistance to its member coun-  houeholdsweatheredthecrisisbetterthan  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,
tries and its  activities were limited to  workers and pensioners  - probably be-  DC 20433. Please contact the World  De-
trade in the framework  of bilateral and  cause  farmers could vary their  crops and  velopment Report office, room 813-060,
multilateral  negotiations.  Because of  workers  in mixed  households  could  choose  extension  31393 (25 pages).
centralized decisionmaking,  the lack of  between work  in socialized industry or
)rice signals,  and the bilateral balancing  private agriculture
&f  trade flows,  the CMEA  countries failed
to exploit their trade potential. And al-  The economic  crisis that began  in Poland
though  the  smaller  CMEA countries  in  1978  significantly  reduced  the
benefited from receiving Soviet energy  population's average incomnes  (about 20POIY  PIIAIU.  &W  Aemh  W1**ln  W,
638. Reerching  the T  lde-  mesurement  proNdems  and aggregtion  639. The High Cost of Protecting
Productivity Link: New  Dirtions  bias, but give uome sen" of the robust.  UrUguay's AUtomotive  Industry
ness of  growth  eries  to violations  of tra-
Jams Tybeut  ditional assumptions.  Wendy  E.  Takacs
The seond  new direction concerns
No stable, prdictabe  cormiations have  how plant heterogeneity  shapes sectoral  Uruguay toses between  $17 milion anm
emered  in studies of how trade policy  productivitygrowth.  Newtechniques*fom  $35 million a year by protecting  its auto-
affects productiuity growth but market  this infant (except  for work  on efficiency)  mobile industry. Uruguayan consumers
concentration  seem  to be an important  field  give  acrude sen eoftheimportance  lose  between  $70 billionand $80  bi  Uion  a
factor.  Research also suggests that in-  ofentry,exit,andheterogenotyinshaping  year on automobiles, transferring $36
creasedforgncompetitiontendstind  uce  productivity  growth pattems and some  milion to$44  million  to  domesticasembly
cuts in plant sie,  may improve  technical  specifieson  the natureofaggregationbias  operations  and components  manufactu
efficiency,  and appears not to be clowely  in industry studies.  era.
linked with firm entry  patterns.  Tybout  concludes  that no stable, pre-
dictable correlations have emerged, al-  Domestic  content requirements  are regu-
Tboutreview  the literature linking  trade  though  in some  countries  and subperiods  lations that mandate minimum  percent-
policy  and productivity. He finds that:  there is some association  between trade  ages  ofdomestic  value-added,  or domestic
* The litrature  on X ifficieney  ar-  flow  patterns and indices of productivity  components  for products sold within the
gues  that exposure  to  foreign  competition  growth at the industry level, even after  country, or provide strong incentives
induces  managers  tomakeanextraeffort  correcting  for  several  measurement  substitute domestic  for imported  inputs.
to eliminate efficiency,  but makes fragile  problems.  The  effects  of  trade regimes  on  Australia, Canada, and many Latin
assumptions about the labor supply and  productivity  growth seem  to be related to  American  countrieshave  usedregulations
changes in work  incentives,  market concentration,  although the na-  of this  type to foster a domestic  motor
* Theliteratureoneconoriiesof'scale  ture of this association  is unstable,  vehicle  industry.  The result is often do-
argues that when domestic  firms enjoy  Patternsofindustrial evolution  show  mestic assembly operations that import
market power, extra  competition from  a  surprising diversity.  In some econo-  'kits  or sets of components  from abroad
foreign  producers can force  producers to  mies,  much  ofoutputfluctuation  seems  to  and  combine them  with domesticall
expand or exit - but the net effect of  comefromthecreationanddeathofplants;  producedcomponentstoproduceafinishe
liberalization  depends  on demand shifts,  in others,  size adjustments  by incumbent  vehicle.  Some countries superimposed
ease of entry or exit, and the nature of  plants are what matter.  Further, there  export promotion policies on these do-
competition.  are  systematic productivity differences  mestic  content requirements.
* Arguments involving technologi-  between  entering, dying,  and continuing  Takacs  developed  a model  to investi-
cal catch-up are equally fragile.  Uncer-  plants.  So turnover patterns  play an  gate the distortions, costs, and transfers
tainty can lead producers to place a preo  important role in shaping productivity  among  groups  caused  by the combination
mium on flexibility  that may mean sac-  differences,  of domestic content  and compensator
rificing some  productivity.  The Bank's Industrial Competition,  export requirements.  She applied the
It is a mistake to think of productiv-  Productive  Efficiency,  and Trade project  model  to  the  protection  scheme  for
ity growth  as an orderly shift in technol-  focuses  on linking entry, exit, and adjust-  Uruguay's automobile  industry.
ogy,saysITybout.  Rather,theprocessesof  ments in scale and technical efficiency  She found  that the protective  regime
learning, innovation, investment, entry,  withexposuretoaparticulartraderegime.  keeps vehicle prices and domestic pro-
andexitarewhatmatters.  Tradeorienta-  So far it appears that exposure  to more  duction costs high and transfers large
tion affectsthese  processes  throughmany  foreign competition  is not closely  linked  sums to special  interest groups.
channels, often by influencing  entrepre-  withpatternsoffirmentry,tendstoinduce  Higher finished vehicle prices en-
neurial ability to monitor new techno-  reductions  in plant size, and may cause  courage more output from domestic  as-
logical  developments  or by changing the  someimprovementaintechnicalefficiency. sembly  operations,  but domestic  content
expected  returns from innovation.  This paper - a product  of the Trade  and compensatory  export requirements
Figures  on  productivityshouldbeap-  Policy Division,  Country Economics  De-  discourage  domestic  assembly. The net
proached with skepticism,  he concludes.  partment - is part of a PRE research  efffect  could either encourage  or discour-
Problems  of  measurement  error,  project, Industrial Competition,  Produc-  age domestic assembly operations, de-
disequilibria, and aggregation bias can  tive Efficiency,  and Trade (RPO  674-46).  pending on the net impact of the regula-
easily create the illusion of trends and  Copies  are available  free from the World  tions. In Uruguay, the effect  is to encour-
correlations that  have no basis in  the  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW,  Washington  DC  age domestic  assembly.
economic  processes we hope to capture.  20433. Please contact  Dawn Ballantyne,  Partoftheconsumerlossfromhigher
But Tybout  reports on two  new directions  roomN1O-023,extension37947(68pages). prices represents a transfer to the as-
in thinking about productivity  growth.  sembly industry; part a transfer to the
The first is concerned  with salvaging  domesticcomponentsmanufacturers;and
sectoral- and industry-level calculations  partisan  efficiency  lossbecause  domestic
by correcting  for  scale economies,  adjust-  production  and assembly  is costlier than
ment costs, or noncompetitive pricing.  domestic  production  and assembly  on the
These approaches still suffer significant  world  market.Polky,  PlAnning,  wd Reuut  WorkIM  Ing  Ppr  Sert#
Twade  in thi industry should  be lib.  portcropehavecontributedtnthedeterio-  641.  Intertemporal  SubstItutIon
eralind.  It would  be posible to do so  ration in export  performanco.  But t1.L  In Consumption:
gradually  within the framework  of the  larp  indirect  distortions  and disincen.  Evidenc@  for ome  llgh-
inrrentprotective  rime.  Careshouldbe  tives  caused  by  exchange  rate  policies  are  and MIddwlncome  Countrles
taken  not to inadvertntly  increas ef-  what have distinguished  African  policy
fective  protection  of  the assembly  indus-  environments  from  those  in non-African  Kanten  N.  Pedersen
y  by,  for  example,  phing  owc  domestic  developing  countries. Econometric  re-
content and compensatory  export re-  sults  show  that the responsiveness  of  ag-  When  credit constraints are taken into
luiroments  on kits faster than those  on  ricultural  exportstochangesinincentive&  account,  support  is found for an optimiz-
lnished  autos - thus temporarily  en-  is moderate  in the short  run for  countries  ing lfe-oycle  model  of consumption  for a
coutaing domestic  "smbly.  exporting  tree crops  but more  elastic  in  group of high- an  d middle-income  coun-
This  paper  - a product  of  the Trade  countries  exporting  annual  crops.  tries.  These results suggest that con-
Policy Division,  Country Economics  De-  The author also  investigates  Africas  8L  Nion  by individuals is best  described
mertment- was prepared  as background  chronic food crises  and questions the  itisassumedthatonepartofindi-
material for the joint UNDP/World  Bank  conventional wisdom that  rising food  . - 4s  plans consumption in a classical
Trade  Expansion  Program,which  provides  imports and declining  per capita produc-  optimizing fashion, and another part fol.
technical and policy  advice to countries  tion reflect primarily a production  prob-  lows a more Reynesian  plan,  where con-
that want to reform their trade regimes.  lem.  Econometric  results indicate that  sumer expenditures are related to current
Copies of the paper are  available free  most of  the rise in Africa'sfood  imports  is  income.
rom  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  associated with shifting demand toward
Washington DC 20433. Please contact  imported foods,  rather than a failure of  Pedersen tries to  find support for  the life-
Dawn Ballantyne, room N10-023,  exten-  supply.  The main factors causing the  cycle  model  ofconsumption  in a sample  of
sion 37947  (26 pages).  shift in demand  are increasing  urbaniza.  middle- and high-income  countries. He
tion,higherimportcapacity,andexchange  puts forward an intertemporal model  of
rate distortions  that make imported  food  consumption  that allows  credit rationing
540. The Impa  Of  Policy  relatively cheap. When the variation of  for a fraction of consumers (with credit
Afrcan  Agriculture:  thesefactorshasbeentakenintoaccount,  rationing defined as consiraints on con-
kn  Emptilcal  Investigation  theremain.ngunexplainedtrendisonly 1  sumption  for lack of access  to credit mar-
percentayear,causedin partby declining  kets).
Williar  Jaeger  international prices for wheat and rice.  If consumers  cannot borrow  against
Jaeger establishes a  link between  human  wealth and  have no  financial
Policy  in Sub-Saharan  African countries  policy reforms and  the improvements  wealth, their consumption  is limited to
linked with  the  region's agricultural  observed  in agricultural performance  in  current income. But the fraction of con-
werformance  Exchange ratepolicies, high  the late 1980s. Countries  with favorable  sumers  for  whom credit  is  rationed
axes on  agriculture,  and  government  policy environments  have  performed  changes over time, as monetary  authori-
controlofexport  marketing  are associated  better  in the  1980s, on  average, than  ties apply different quantitative irstru-
with the deterioration in qgricultural  ex-  those with unfavorable policy  environ-  ments and as financial markets evolve.
Dort  performance  in  1970-87.  And  the  ments.  This has been true both in agri-  Assuming  rational  expectations
solicy reforms of the late 1980s - where  culture and in overall economic  growth.  throughout, Pedersen concludes  that:
sustained and effective  -are  linked with  Ar.d  in countries  where  policy  reform  pro-  * Overall, the  results support the
ncreasedagriculturalproductivity.  grams resulted in significant and sus-  life-cycle  model  of consumption. Not  all
tained improvements in incentives (for  intertemporal elasticities of substitution
Jaegerexaminestherelationshipbetween  example,  Ghana and Togo),  productivity  are estimated at significant levels. But
,overnment  policy  and agricultural per-  has  improved substantially.  But  in  first  order conditions of the  life-cycle
Drmance  in Sub-Saharan  Africabetween  . ntries where reforms have not led to  model, often referred to as Euler equa.
1970 and 1987.  Using newly compiled  improved incentives or where the im-  tions, are estimated in well-behaved  do-
data enabling a wider  range of empirical  provements  were  short-lived(forexample,  mains for all countries when terms of
analyses,thestudyassessestheimpactof  Tanzania and Zaire),  little response  was  credit rationing are included. Thus, one
wolicy  distortionson  productivity  overtime  observable.  part ofconsumers  seems  to plan spending
and across  countries. It assesses export  This paper is a product  of the Trade  according to expectations of future real
agriculture  and  food production sepa-  and Finance  Division,  Technical  Depart-  interest rates and future income  expecta-
rately.  ment, Africa  Regional  Office.  Copies  are  tions, while another part is tied to the
The analysis confims that the dete-  available  free from the World  Bank, 1818  current level of income  because  of lack of
rioration of Africa's  agricultural exports  H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.  credit opportunities. Also,  tests seem to
during the 1970s and early 1980s was  Please  contact  Azeb  Yideru,  room  J3-080,  appro - the assumed expectation  forma-
associated with agriculture's high levels  extension 34663  (69 pages, with figures  tion.  The axiom of the efficient  market
of direct taxation and of indirect taxation  and tables).  hypothesis  is accepted  at 5 percent  for all
rough  government  controls  and  countries b it one, and the information
overvalued  currencies. Government  con-  set's orthogi  nality to consumption  inno-
trols in the marketing and pricing of ex-  vations  is not violated for any country.PloAlky,  Penning,  and  Remrch  Working  Paer Serle
* There is more credit rationing in  the world sugar market because such a  643.  Regional  Integration among
middle-income than  in  higher-income  shift - although  politically  difflcult  - is  Developilg  Countries, Revisited
countries. And models  for  middle-income  possible.  Brazil's system of controlling
countries are estimated with more un-  the sugarcane and sugar industries to  Andrati  Inotai
certainty (higher standard errors of re-  ensure enough ethanol for domestic  fuel
gression), which may indicate that  the  needs is costly. With the border price of  The  formation of new,  powerful  economic
assumption  ofa representative  consumer  petroleum  at  $24 a barrel, for example,  and trading blocs and the transition
is particularly vulnerable in the middle-  the shadow price of ethanol as a  fuel  marketeconomiea  in Centraland perha
income  countries,  substitute is about 4 to S  cents a pound  in  EasternEurope  hasfoasteredatrend  towuro
Despite  the simplicity  of the estima-  sugar equivalent.  (The world price of  new  regionalism  in the world  economy  -
tion spet-ificat  ion,  the raison d'etre for the  sugar is now 9 cents a pound.)  which the virtual failure of the GA77
life-cycle  model of consumption  is sup-  Borrell  usesanine-regiontrademodel  negotiations  may speed up. To minimize
ported when a credit-rationing proxy  is  of the world  sugar industry to study this  economic  losses  and  avoia
included.  It is especially encouraging  question under both dynamic and sto-  marginalization,  regional group  of de-
that  Euler equations can be estimated  chastic simulations.  Simulations were  velopingcountriesmustincreaaingLuwork
even  forhighlyinflationaryregimes.  More  run on sustained increases in Brazilian  out common  positions  and join one of the
precise estimates of the intertemporal  sugar production  of 0.5 million tons, 2  influential groups.
elasticityofsubstitutioncouldbeachieved  million tons, and 6 million tons. To ex-
by a more sophisticated mechanism for  amine the sensitivity  of  Brazil's  influence  Economic  integration among developi
credit rationing.  But introducing more  on price at different  phases of the world  countries became  an important policy
parameters tends to complicate  the esti-  sugar  price cycle, these  sustained in-  sue in the 1960s and early 19709. B
mation problem, diminishing the likeli-  creasesweresimulatedfromtwodifferent  although  intraregional  trade increased
hood  of arriving at a solution.  start dates. Moreover,  the nmodel  was run  some trading groups,  it remained a mod-
This paper is a product of the global  60 times over the period 1985-2004,  with  est share of total trade, tended to decline
modelling project in  the  International  different  shocks  representing random  el-  in the 1970s,  and stagnated during mose
Economic  Analysis and Prospects Divi-  ements such as weather.  ofthe 1980s. In addition,ambitious  plans
sion, International Economics Depart-  BorrellconcludesthatalthoughBrazil  for joint industrialization could not be
ment.  The analysis here contributes to  could influence world sugar prices sig-  implemented.
the specification  of a North/South model  nificantly in the short run, it could not  Thisfailurecouldbeattributedpart
with consistent intertemporal linkages  influence  them to its short- or long-term  to the smallness of most of the markets
that  will serve the division's long-term  advantage by restricting production. In-  differentpolitical  andeconomicpolicyori
forecasting  and scenario  analysis for out-  deed,  tothe extent that Brazil  couldmake  entations, the low level of economic,  i
look papers.  Copies are available free  world prices more stable by allowing  its  dustrial,andinfrastructuraldevelopmen
from  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  producers  increased  flexibility  in produc-  and similar production and export pat-
Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  tion, removing existing production  con-  terns.  Also, serious problems arose in
Milena  Hileman,  room  S8-214,  extension  trols could provide  not only substantial  implementingthe  main  objectives.  Trade
31284  (16 pages).  economic  gains (in terms of increased  liberalization  wasblockedorsubstantiall
exports to Brazil) but also more stable  slowed down, highly protective  barriers
world  prices. For other producers,  there  to trade  remained untouched or were
642.  How a Change In Brazil's  could be a tradeoff  in terms of lower  but  harmonized  regionally, and controversy
Sugar Policies Would Affect  more stable income.  about the distribution  of  gains and losses
the World Sugar Market  This paper - a product  of the Inter-  could not be resolved. Dramatic changes
national Trade Division, Intemational  in the world  economy  further affected  the
Brent  Borrell  Economics  Department - is part of a  environment  for  regional  integration  anc
larger effort in PRE to understand the  cooperation.
By changing its policy,  Brazil could in-  impact of changes in countries' trade  But the formation of new, powerful
creaseitssugarexportsgreatly.  Theuworld  policies on  world commodity markets.  economicandtradingblocs-suchasthe
price would decline, but Brazil's sugar  Copies  are available  free from the World  single market of the European Commu-
revenues  would increase.  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  nity, the US.-Canada free trade  area,
DC  20433.  Please contactAudreyKitson-  initiatives in the Pacific  basin, and the
Althouglh  Brazil is the world's largest  Walters, room S7-053,  extension 33712  transitiontomarketeconomiesinCentral
sugarcane producer,  only  one-third of.the  (30  pages).  and perhaps Eastern Europe  - seems  to
cane it grows  is used to  produce  sugar; the  have fostered a  trend toward new re-
rest is used to produce  ethanol as fuel for  gionalism in  the world economy. The
automobiles. Still, Brazil is the world's  virtual failure of the GATT  negotiations
fourthlargestsugarproducer.  Whatwould  may speed  this up. To  minimize  econom
it mean for  Brazil  en%d  for  the world  sugar  lossesandavoidmarginalization,regional
marketifBrazil were  toshiftlargelyaway  groups of developing  countries must in-
from ethanol to sugar production?  creasingly work out common positions
This question is of keen interest for  and join one of the influential groups.Polky, Planning,  and  Rerch  Woaling  Ppr  Seris
Both  factors  require the gradual yet rapid  644.  TrWol and Payments  recommend  the following-
*mantling  of barriers to the free flow  of  Arrangements In Post-CMEA  *  Fundamentaltradereformsshould
roduction  factors  within  regional  groups.  Eastern and Central Europe  allow Eastern and Central European  en-
New  approaches  to  regional coopera-  terprises  autonomy  to  negotiate and
tion  haveemerged. Attemptstorevitalize  Constantine  Michalopoulos  and  David  Tar:  conclude  contracts directly with foreign
dormant regional groups, to forrm  new  firmsoragentsin theformer CMEAcoun-
ocs, and to set partly new priorities are  S.ggestions about how trade and pay-  tries, to  be under no state obligation,  and
on the increase. Trade  is the most impor-  mentscan  bearrangedonaninterim  basis  tobeartheriskoftheircontracts.  Compe-
tant element of the new initiatives, but  among the countries of the Council of  tition should be encouraged  by minimiz-
assessments of the possibilities  and lim-  Mfutual Economic Assistance and  the  ing or eliminating licensing and  price
its of regional integration have changed  USSR now that the CMEA  has collapsed.  equalization and the monopoly  trading
,.ce the 1960s.  privilegesofforeigntradingorganizations.
Stabilization  and adjustment policies  The web  of trade and payments arrange-  Trade should be at world prices and -
iave created more  open,  export-oriented,  ments bind 4ing countries of Eastern and  until convertibility is  aehieved - de-
liberal,  and  competitive  economies.  Central Europe under  the  Council of  nominated and  settled in dollars (con-
igher  exports have  generated  more  Mutual Economic Arsistance (CMEA)  vertible  currency).
growth  and regional demand. Industrial  agreements is incompatible with these  * These countries' commitments  to
restructuring has improved  competitive-  countries' recent commitments to move  introducing competitive  exchange  rates
ness, attracted international capital and  toward liberalized trade  and  currency  and a degree of convertibility  should be
technology,  and opened  up areas of  intra-  convertibility.  encouraged. Countriesmightnotachieve
industrial division  of labor.  Export-ori-  But the importance to these coun-  convertibility  atthe same  rate; the  liSSR
entedeconomieshaveprovedincreasingly  tries' total trade of  their trade with other  in particular may lag behind. It'eo,  mul-
competitive  in extraregional markets.  CMEA  members - and  the apparent  tilateral  clearing  arrangements  with
In -nost  cases it was not the regional  desire  of the USSR  and others to denomin-  strictly  limited time  settlements(nomore
training but successful outward-looking  nate all future mutual trade at interna-  than three months) may be a useful in-
3olicies  that  improved competitiveness  tional prices - poses a number of prob-  terim measure and can be established
within  the region and resulted in higher  lems of transition for the countries of  without outside contributions.  Short
ntraregional  trade  volumes.  The  Eastern and Central Europe.  settlement periods are certainly prefer-
strengthening of the private sector and  MichalopoulosandTarridentifythree  able to a system in which bilateral bal-
closer cooperation  in infrastructure de-  broad problems  in this connection:  ancing of trade is forced.
velopinent  (mostly  the more  efficient  use  * The breakdown  of the CMEA  ar-  * Moreambitiouspaymentsehemes
of human resources)  support the shaping  rangementshasledtoaseriousbreakdown  -patternedaftertheEuropeanP  nyments
of an environment  conducive  to new op-  of trade relations and reduced trade vol-  Union  - are not desirable,  as they may
ertunities for better regional trade.  ume  among former  CMEA members.  retard integration into the international
Obviously,intraregionaltradecannot  Whatinterim arrangements can be intro-  economy  and introduce  distortions  in the
aecome  an alternative to trade flows  that  duced  to facilitate  trade?  pattem  of trade  and  the allocation of
arebasicallyorientedtotheworldmarket.  * Denonmnating  international trade  financing.
But in the 1990s,  intraregional trade and  at international prices  implies  changes in  * Providingoutsidecredittosupport
onomic relations  are  likely to grow  the terms of  trade for each country  in the  payments arrangements among  Eastem
marallel  to, or even at a higher rate than,  system.  Terms of trade 4Dr  the USSR  and Central European countries is not
extraregional contacts.  shouldimprove  becauseitsmainexportto  recommended  - whether such arrange-
This paper - a product  of the Trade  the CMEA  - energy products - has  mentsincludeorexcludetheSovietUnion.
Policy Division,  Country Economics  De.  been undervalued. But if payments are  Such  credit  helps  countries  finance
Dartment  - is part of a larger effort in  settled in herd currency,  other countries  intraregional balances,  which  have little
?RE to study new developments  in re-  of Eastern and Central Europe  are going  economic  justification and could result
.al  integration and their relation to  to require more  financing  at a time when  primarily from the participants' ineffec-
xrade strategies.  Copies are  available  theyare already  short on  foreign  exchange.  tive macroeconomic  policies.
ree from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  * All countries may not reach full  This paper - a joint product  of the
NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Please  currency  convertibility  in the near term,  Policy and Review  Department and the
contact Dawn Ballantyne , room N1O  Pnd old CMEA arrangements  cannot  Trade and Finance Division,  Technical
001, extension 37947  (51 pages).  continue so what interim payment ar-  Department, Europe, Middle East, and
rangements can be made among these  North Africa  Region  - is part ofa larger
countries and  between them  and  the  effort in PRE and the Region  to investi-
USSR?  gate the challenges  of  economic  reform  in
Michalopoulos and Tarr  focus on  Central and Eastern Europe. Copies  are
possible interim  institutional arrange-  available  free from the World  Bank, 1818
ments for trade  and payments among  H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
previous  members  of  the CMEA  and how  Please contact Maureen Colinet, room
such arrangements  can help  address  S12-045,  extension 34698  (31 pages)
emerging  imbalances  in payments. TheyPolicy, PlAnning,  and R8asrch  Working Paper  Srle#
645. Poverty, Policy,  economic  progress. But this process  was  aid's effectiveness. At  the heart of the
and Industrialization:  quickly reversed:  real  unskilled wage  problem  is politics,  and the solution  rests
Lessons from the Distant Past  rates grew  rapidly, and poverty  declined.  in the hands of the people  of Africa
* The cost  of living  for the poor  may
Ben  Polak  and  Jeffrey  G.  Williamson  rise, eroding their living standards  in  Killick  uses  an  informal  analytical
ways  conventional  income  statistics may  framework to assess the developmental
In the first stages  ofan industrial revolu.  fail to  capture. Thecost  offood  and urban  effectiveness  of aid to Sub-Saharan Af-
tion,  real wage  rates  for unskilled  workers  housing rose disproportionately,  for ex-  rica. The framework  provides  a produc-
grow  only  slowly (the  poor  benefit,  but not  ample-andindustrialization  cheapened  tion function-type  equation for  determin-
proportionately).  After that, real wages  the goods the poor produced relative to  ing income  growth and conveys  that:
f/r the unskilled  increase  proportionately.  the goods  they consumed.  * There aremanyinfluencesbesides
Meanwhile,  modern  economiegrowth  may  * Theearlystagesofindustrial revo-  aid on country economic  perfornance.
erode  traditional entitlements  that serve  lutions may undermine  both the earning  * Domesticpolicieshaveapervasive
as safety  nets in preindustrial societies.  potential of secondary  unskilled workers  influence  on the whole  system.
and the secondary  earning sources  of  pri-  * Aid also has an important influ-
Pessimistssayindustrializationincreased  mary unskilled workers.  Polak and  ence, in raising import and investment
poverty;optimistssayitdidn't. Polakand  Williamsonfocusonhowtechnicalchange  capacity  and in other ways.
Williamson  argue that how much indus-  affected the demand for old labor, child  Agency  evaluations of the overall  ef-
trialization eradicates poverty depends  labor, and female labor - particularly  fectiveness  ofaid record  fairly high  levels
on the form  industrialization takes.  Not  the cottage or domestic industries that  of project  success, but it is unclear how
economic  growth by itself, but the pro-  are important to some  of the poor.  much weight should be placed on these
cesses  and policies  associated with  differ-  Modern  economic  growth may erode  results,  particularly  with  respect  to
entgrowthregimesmakethepoorpoorer.  traditional entitlements that  serve as  projects'  ability toreach the very  poor. A
The better we  understand that, the better  safety nets in preindustrial societies. It  review of the literature on the effective-
we can understand how contemporary  maybeconvenienttothirikotherwise,but  ness of adjustment  lending program
economic growth may  aid  or impede  typically  the poor in preindustrial Euro-  shows  that they help raise economic  per-
progress in  eradicating poverty in  the  pean and North American  societies  were  formance to some degree but less than
Third World.  not supported by the family  and pr4-ate  dramatically.  It is even less clear that
In along essay (with  many tables  and  institutions.  Much of the responsibiaty  they are socially  cost-effective.  The evi-
figures),  Polak and Williamson address  for the poor  lay with the state and other  dence  on aid effectiveness  favors  a mod-
two  questions: First, what happened to  formal, statelike institutions that inter-  erately positive  but still rather tentative
the proportionate  share of the population  vened in food markets.  Where laissez-  verdict.
iving  in poverty, and to the living stan-  faire policies were adopted during the  The author presents evidence  on aid
dards  of the  poor, during  nineteenth  Industrial Revolution  - as in America  in Africa  that suggests  that the high pas
century industrial revolutions? Second,  and England - many of the poor, espe-  levels  of aid have been unable to preven
why  did poverty  statisticsbehave the way  cially the extremely poor,  became more  serious economic  deterioration and that
they did?  vulnerable  to adverse  events.  its effectiveness  is considerably  less than
They answer the first question by  This paper - a product  of the Office  in other regions. Nor have donors  been
drawingonofficial  statisticson poorrelief  of the Vice  President, Development  Eco-  able to offer much assistance in African
n England and America,  combined  with  nomics  - was prepared  as a background  governments'  design  of development
thefamouspovertysurveysdonebyBooth,  paper for the 1990 World Development  strategies. Case studies of Cote  d'Ivoire
Rowntree, and  others.  The evidence  Report on poverty. Copies  are available  and Ghana support the conclusion  that
suggests  that in the early stages  ofindus-  free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  there  is much room for increasing the
trialization, the poor benefited  less than  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  effectivenessofaidtoSub-SaharanArica
,roportionately from economic  growth,  tacttheWorldDevelopmentReportoffice,  Determinants of the effectiveness  of
iut thatrapid increases in real wagesfor  roomS13-060,extension31393(145pages, aid can be broken down into factors lo-
unskilled labor subsequently led to sig-  with figures  and tables).  catedprimarilyinrecipientcountries(the
nificant  improvement  in the well-beingof  policy  environment and institutional or
the poor.  absorptive capacity) and those relating
In answering the second question,  646.  The Developmental  primarily to conditions and policies in
heyidentifyand discussfour  factorsthat  Effectiveness  of Aid to AfriCa  donorcountries(the  worldeconomicenvi-
mightaffectthe poorduringan industrial  ronment and the policies  and practices  of
volution:  Tony  Killick  aid agencies).
- Inequalityandthelivingstandards  Recipient-countrypolticies  are the de-
f the poor will respond to technological  Aid to Sub-Saharan  Africa has been  less  cisive influence on the effectiveness  of
vents. In  EnglandandAmerica,unskilled  effective  in promoting  economic  develop-  program,  sectoral,  and project  aid. Policy
labor-saving technological  progress ini-  ment than has aid to other  regions. Poli-  mistakes in particular have contributed
tially tended to  retard growth in demand  cies in the recipient  countries  ofAfrica - to declines  in export  market shares  and in
for unskilled labor, inequality rose, and  thoughcertainlynottheonlyfactor-play  saving and investment.
the poorfailed  toshare proportionately  in  the most important role in determining  Absorptive  capacity  - the economic10  Polky, Planning, and Research Wotiing  Paper Serbs
system's ability to put additional aid to  647. Growth Rates and Aggregate  Brenda Rosa, room S9-137, extension
productive use - is weakened by skill  Welfare: An International  33751  (62  pages).
shortages, weak policies, institutional  Comparison
weaknesses,  and budget constraints and
recurrentcosts. Butofmorefundamental  Nanak  Kakwani  648.  Who Paid the Bill?
mportance are  basic structural  weak-  Adjustment and Poverty In Brazil,
nesses  ofSub-Saharan  African  economies  An alternative  procedure  for calculating  1980-95
and the adverse characteristics of some  aggregate  growtoh  rates is developed,  one
political systems and  processes.  A crisis  more  suitable  for  comparing  different  M. Louise  Fox  and Samuel  A. Morley
of governance  in some  Sub-Saharan Afri-  countries'  welfare.
can countries  is afundamental obstacle  to  By choosing  an expansionary  fiscal path,
ncreasing the developmental  effective-  Kakwani explores the relationship be-  Brazil traded  growth in the middle years
ness of the aid they receive.  tween growth rates and changes in wel-  of the decade for inflation and a larger
The effects of the hostile glol  eco-  fare, using alternative  procedures for  debt three years later.  Fox and Morley
nomic  environment  are often  aggravated  measuring  growth.  look at the impact of that trade-off  on
by  donor-country  policies,  particularly  the  The Bank and other organizations  poverty alleviation in Brazil, where in
trends and policies  that worsen Africa's  commonlycomputegrowthratesbyfitting  1987 roughly 45 million people lived in
terms of trade, debt-servicing  burdens,  a least-squares linear trend line to the  households  below the poverty  line.
and access  to world  savings. Some  donor-  logarithmic  values ofeconomic  indicators
country policies and practices, such as  for a period.  But is the least-squares  Against  a regional  record of negative per
using aid to promote foreign policy or  procedure appropriate  for  measuring  capita growth after the world recession
commercial  objectives,  reduce  the quality  people's  economic  welfare  over time?  and debt crisis of 1982,  Brazil stands out
of aid and thus its potential  developmen-  Kakwani  develops a  conceptual  as a model  for a different path. By effec-
tal  value.  Donor agency weaknesses  framework for deriving an  aggregate  tivelyfailingtoadjustinternal demand  to
further diminish the value of aid.  growth rate from a welfare function  de-  the decline in external funds, Brazil set
Killick  suggests that the problem  of  fined in terms of levels of per capita in-  records in its region  in per capita growth
aid effectiveness  is not technocratic nor  comes in  different years.  Using this  and inflation between  1982  and 1988.
due to a shortage of advice. Politics  lie at  function, he derives the welfare implica-  By choosing  an expansionary fiscal
the heart  of the problem.  It is for the  tions of alternative procedures for esti-  path, Brazil traded growth in the middle
people of Africa to resolve their gover-  mating growth. The new procedure  cap-  years of the decade for inflation and a
nance problems  - and there are poten-  tures all  the desirable properties of a  larger debt three years later.  Fox and
tially  important  stirrings  of political  welfare  function.  Morleylook  attheimpactofthattrade-off
change.  And although donors have to  Kakwani  also deals with  the issue of  on poverty  alleviation in Brazil, where  in
work with existing governments, they  aggregating  growth  rates over  countries.  1987  roughly 45 million people lived in
should  be more  selective  in those they aid.  If one  is interested in judging  the growth  households  below the poverty line.  (In
Political  changes  are needed  to  break  rates for all countries in Africa,  for ex-  Latin America, only Mexico  has a total
the logjam on these issues of effective-  ample,  there are two drawbacks  to using  population greater than  the number of
ness,  andthe presentstate ofworld  affairs  the country classifications  developed  for  poor people  in Brazil.)
may facilitate  the necessary  reordering  of  the WorldDevelopment  Report. First, the  Macroeconomic  policy affects few
policy  priorities by  donors  and recipients.  method depends on exchange  rates with  people directly.  For most poor house-
Engineering  a fresh start in assisting the  changes in welfare. Second, the World  holds, the labor market is the most im-
development  of Sub-Saharan  Africa  Development  Report  gives  greater weight  portant source  of income, as they rarely
countries should become  the priority for  to the growth rates  of richer countries  own much capital.  So Fox and Morley
the newly created Global Coalition for  (notnecessarilythemostpopulatedones),  focus  on the effect  Brazil's  policies  had on
Africa.  which  is highly  questionable  for measur-  its labor market.
This paper - a product of the Debt  ing welfare.  Their  counterfactual  simulation
and International Finance Division,  In-  Kakwani proposes an  alternative  suggest that Brazil could  have dealt bet-
ternational Economics  Department  - is  procedure  for  calculating  aggregate  ter with rising levels of poverty in the
part of  a larger effort  in PRE  to assess the  growth rates, one more suitable for com-  1980s  ifit had been able to reach political
availability  and potential growth  impact  paring different  countries' welfare.  agreement  on  a reduced  level ofconsump-
of alternative formns  of external finance  This paper - a product  of the Wel-  tion in either 1982-83  or 1985  (by reduc-
forSub-SaharanAfrica.  Copiesareavail-  fare and  Human  Resources Division,  ing government  spending or increasing
able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  Population and Human Resources De-  taxes and thereby reducing private con-
StreetNW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  partment - is part of a larger effort in  sumption).
contact Sheilah King-Watson,  room S8-  PRE to develop measures suitable for  This  was difficult,  as the loosening  of
040, extension  33730  (63  pages, with fig-  tracingacountry'sdevelopmentovertime,  authoritarian  controls gave voice and
ures and tables).  with special  emphasis on the welfare of  power  to new groups, bringing a rush of
the population. Copies  are available  free  pent-up demand for consumption,  espe-
from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  cially govemment services.  Ironically,
Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  the failure to exercise restraint  in thePolicy,  fPnning,  md Rmrch  Working Pae  Series  11
earlyandmiddlyeasofth,decade  eon.  Regional Office  - was prepared as a  ers pay for land use.  The current dis-
primed  gowth  for the rest of the decade,  background paper for the  1990 World  torted pricing system and the absence  ol
hurting all groups.  Development  Report on poverty. Copies  fanctioninglandmarketscomplicateland
Brazil's wage policies in the  1980.  are available free from the World  Bank,  valuation, and slow  the adoption  of new
strongly  benefited  formal sector  workers,  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  property relations.
especially during the recession. In this  20433.  PleasecontacttheWorldDevelop-  In a market economy  that functions
Brazil's experience differs sharply from  ment Report  office,  room 813-060,  exten-  well,  agricultural land would  earn its ap-
many other countries during stabiliza-  sion 31393  (45 pages).  proximate  marginal value product  in ag-
tion.  Moreover, during the recession,  ricultural production. This value can be
private sector firns  did not reduce em-  measured empirically from production
ployment as fast as output declined - 649.  An Obsevation  on the Bis  data and  can serve as an  appropriate
choosing  instead to stockpile labor and  In Clilnic-baod  Estimates  initial value for users' fees.
sacrifice  profits. The indirect effects  (the  of Malnutrition Rat"  Brooks estimates  marginal  value
income  multiplier effects)  appear to have  products  for land for 1,032  collective  and
been strong enough to have prevented  Merpret E.  Grosh,  Kristin  Fox,  state farms in  Lithuania using farm-level
real incomes  in the informal sector (in-  and  Maria  Jawkson  data for 1986  and 1987  and compares  the
cluding  agriculture) from falling relative  marginal value products derived from
to the formal ector. When  private  formal  The  bias in cli  nw-baaed  eatimates  ofmal-  actual received  producer  prices  with  those
sector  outputincreased in 1983-86,  so did  nutrition rate  is large and uariable in  derived  from border prices with alterna-
employment. If the government  had not  this sample.  tiveassumedexchangeratesfortheruble.
tried to  protect the wages  oflower-skilled  This paper - a product  of the Agri-
private sector  workers,  firms would  prob-  Clinic-based  data on malnutrition are the  cultural Policies Division Agricultural
ably not have  increased  employment,  but  most readily available  for following  mal-  and Rural Development  Department  -
increased profits.  nutrition levels  and trends in most coun-  is part of  a larger effort in PRE to analyze
Brazil can stabilize and return to a  tries,butthereisabiasinherentinclinic-  the agricultural transition informercen-
sustainable growth path  in the  1990s,  based estimates of malnutrition rates.  trally-planned economies.  Copies are
contend Fox and  Morley, if all groups  Grosh, Fox, and Jackson compare  available  free from the World  Bank, 1818
(including the poor) suffer a  short-run  annualelinic-basedmalnutritiondataand  H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
loss. This  loss would  be short-run only  if  those from four household  surveys  in Ja-  Please contact Cicely  Spooner,  room N8-
the stabilization  is effective  within  a short  maica.Theclinicdatagivelowerestimates  039, extension 30464 (26 pages, with
time and private investors becom.e  confi-  of malnutrition than the survey data in  tables).
dentenoughtoinvestagain. Theultimate  all four cases  - significantly  so in three.
result should be higher employment  and  The  size of  the bias was variable over
earnings and greater government  ability  time, so the clinic data were not a good  651. Taxation  of Financial  Assets
to increase social  services to the poor. A  indicator  of either levels  or trends in nu-  In Developing Countries
repeatofthestabilizationfailuresof 1986-  trition status.
89 offers  grim prospects  for the poor.  Thispaperisaproductofthe  Human  Christophe  Chamley
In short, prospects  for reducing  pov-  Resources Division, Technical Depart-
ertydependonwhatmechanismischosen  ment, Latin America  and the Caribbean  The administrative cost of implicit taxes
to expand the private formal sector. In  Regional  Office.  Copies  areavailable free  onfinancialassets-seigniorage,  reserve
the 1970s and again in 1984-85,  output  from  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  requirements,  lending  targets,  and inter.
growth in this sector brought both formal  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  est ceilings - ie low.  But the excess bur-
sectoremploymentgrowth(higherpaying  Barbara Diallo, room 14-196,  extension  den that stems from the misaUocation
jobs) and  higher incomes in the informal  30997 (12 pages).  resources is probably a much higherfrac-
sector  - more so in the southern  part of  tion of revenues than that of other taxes.
thecountry,  whereformalization  isgreater
and wheretheprivate sectorhasagreater  650.  Administrative  Valuation  In developing  countries, most financial
share offormal sector employment.  Suc-  of Soviet  Agricultural  Land  Results  assets in formal markets are deposits  at
cessful stabilization,  adjustment,  and  Using  Lfthuanian  Productlon  Data  financial institutions.  This potentially
growth should benefit the northeast but  important taxbase couldbe  taxed  atalow
will  probably  do  so less  than in the south.  Karen  Brooks  administrative cost.
And stabilization  will be especially  diffi-  When  revenues offinancial  taxes  are
cult for major  cities in the northeast. Re-  New  land tenure  arrangements  in the So-  significant, implicit axes dwarf explicit
ducing poverty  in this area will require  viet Union require  those  who farm the  taxes.  Chamley  focuses on the implicit
policies  that make growth more efficient  land to pay for its use. But Soviet land  taxation  of financial  assets  through
at proverty  reduction  (improving  the rate  markets  are  constrainedor  ineffective,  and  seigniorage,  reserve requirements, lend-
of trickle-down).  Iandusefees  mustbesetadministratively.  ing targets, and interest  ceilings com-
This paper -a  product  of the Coun-  bined with  inflation. The last instrument
try Operations  Division,  Country  Depart-  New land tenure arrangements in the  has often  been  overlooked,  but it has  gen-
ment I, Latin America  and the Caribbean  USSR  require that agricultural produc-  erated more than a third of implicit rev-12  Polky, Planning, and Resrch  Wolking  Pper  Serbs
enum in some cass  (Nigeria),  by lower-  larly a decline  in mortality)  and that de-  653.  The Effocts  of Option-
ing the cost of government  borrowing.  mographic  chanp  (particularly  a decline  Hedging  on the Costs of DometiC
Txrevenu.saredifficulttoaneasure  in fertilty)  was necesry  for economic  Price  Stabilization Scheme
because of regulations that prevent the  development.
use of  market prices for  computation  and  Crossetionalrelationshipbetween  Donald  F. Larson  and  Jonathan  Coleman
distort the meaning of some definitions.  mortalityorfertilityandeconomicindica-
For some  countries,  the standard method  tore have been used to argue both for  and  Whether  a stabilizatiom  fund is hedged  or
ofseignioragegrosslyunderestimatesthe  against national or international health  not,  it  will  inevitably generate large
revenue from financial taxation.  or  family  planning  interventions.  amounts of debt.  But he4  ing  the fund
In Sub-Saharan countries, the im.  Policymakers  want increasingly  to know  will make it more  likely to survive in the
pact of taxation Is small and hard  to  to what extent short-r  :i economic  fluc-  ohort  term.
detect when the financial burden is low.  tuations result in short-run demographic
In countries withrepeated exporiences  of  fluctuations.  Casual observation leads to the conclu-
high taxation, the impact has been sub-  Hill addreses  this  question with  sion that commodity-stabilization  funds
stantial (more than  50 percent of rev-  special  attention tothe posible effects  on  tend to be short-lived. While  some  funds
enues an the margin). In countries with  mortity  of the Third World economic  may have failed because  of  poor manage-
more developed  financial  markets, such  crises of the  1980s.  He examines the  ment or unwarranted political  interven-
as Thailand or Indonesia, the  excess  historical  record,  workingbackward  from  tions, the stochastic components  of com-
burden of taxation is very  large even for  the recent past to periods  before the de-  modity prices can generate insurmount-
small values of the (implicit)  tax rates.  mographic  trandition.  able difficulties  for even the most expert
The authordiscusseavarious  sources  The historical record, he concludes,  managers. Bytransferringpriceriskfrom
of distortion but ignores potential im-  does not support the existence of strong  domestic producers and  consumers to
pactsonthelevelofsavingandthegrowth  short-run responses in mortality to eco-  government-backed  stabilization funds,
rate.  nomic change and sometimes not even  these programs  generate welfare  benefits
Although taxes on financial assets  longer-term relationships.  Clearly the  that end abruptly when the funds fail.
have  a low  administrative  coat,  the excess  strong cross-sectional  relationship now  In the context of  a price-taking  coun-
burden that stems  from the misallocation  evident between  mortalty and economic  try stabilizing domestic prices through
of resources is probably a much higher  status must have arisen through some  variable  border  tariffs,  Larson  and
fraction of revenues than  that of other  such  long-term  relationship. Butfertility  Coleman annotate  the  circumstance
taxes.  and mortality levels  are low  in Cuba and  under which  fund resources  face large or
This paper - a product  of the Public  Sri  Lanka, for  example,  despite  less-than-  unlimited liability and provide  a simple
Economics  Division,  Country Economics  impressive improvements in economic  strategy of hedging with commodity  op-
Department -is  part of a larger effort in  development.  tions to limit fund risk. Using stochasti
PRE to reform taxes in developing  coun-  Economic  downturns not associated  computer simulations,  the authors dem-
tries. Copies  are available free from the  with famine appear to have little short-  onstrate that using financial  options will
World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Wash-  term  impact  on mortality.  Famines,  generatepositivenetwelfaregainsforthe
ngton, DC 20433. Please contact Ann  whether associated  with major  economic  govemment agencies  backdng  the funds.
Bhalla, room N10-055,  extension 37699  downturns or not, appear to have major  These results are quite robust under a
62 pages, with figures and tables).  short-term effects  on mortality.  Recent  numberofunderlyingassumptions. Posi-
evidence  for such a conclusion  (including  tive net  benefits stemming from fund
Chinainthelate 1950sandpossiblyGhana  hedging  can occur  even when the welfare
652.  Demographic Response  in the early 1980s) is bolstered by the  gains to producers and consumers  stem-
o Economic Shock  historical record  from Europe.  ming from the stabilization program are
This paper - a product  of the Office  small or nonexistent.
cnneth MilD  of the vice President, Development  Eco-  Totheextentthatinternational prices
nomics  - was prepared  as a background  follow a  log-normal random walk, the
Economic  downturns not associated  with  paper for thel990  World Development  stochastic component  of price variability
famine appear to have little short-term  Report on poverty. Copies  are available  can become overwhelming  in relatively
impact on mortality. Famines, wnether  free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  large samples of 500 observations in-
associated with  major economic down-  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  creasing the error associated with price
turns or not, appear  to have major short-  tact the World Development  Report of-  expectations  andhamperingthe abilityof
term effefts on mortality.  fice, room S13-060,  extension 31393  (29  fund management to determine long-run
pages).  "reasonable 3 prices. While  hedging tech
The clear division of the world in the  niques are perhaps more  obviously  useful
1950s  and 1960.;  into rich countries with  when  the stochastic component  of price  is
lowfertility  and mortality and poor  coun-  large, similar risk benefiMs  occur under
tries with higher fertility and mortality  simulationsin which  pricesare determin
was used to  support  strongly held views  istic and only  international supplies  con
that economic  development was neces-  tain a random component.
sary for demographic change (particu-  Hedging techniques will  not renderPolicy,  P.mnnlng,  and Reserch Working  Paper  Series  13
the funds immortal; they will generate  denied them and have to postpone  or cut  oral system, interest rates  will be tha
revenue-based  risk benefits for govern-  back  investment plans.  prices that  guide investment decisions
ments backing  the funds, and can gener-  Dailamni  and Giugale  use their model  and ensure allocative  efficiency.
ate benefits to producers and consumers  to specify  an equation relating aggregate  Dailami and Dinh describe some ol
by extending the  probable lives of the  private investment to aggregate output  the structural problems  Egypt's  economy
stabilization  schemes.  and to two  credit market variables  - the  has faced in the past decade and policy
This  paper - a product  of the Inter-  real interest rate and aggregate credit.  initiatives that the government  has un-
national Trade  Division, International  They  estimate the equation  forfive  devel-  dertaken, and review the economy's  fi-
Economics  Department - is part of a  oping countries (Brazil,  Colombia,  India,  nancial  sector. They  analyze  tho role  that
larger effort  in PRE to improve  the devel-  Korea,  and Turkey)  usingannual datafor  interest rate policy  could  play in Egypt's
opingcountries'  management  ofcommod-  1965-85,  and test the joint significance  of  stabilization and  adjustment program,
ity price risks. Copies  are available free  bothinterestrateandcreditsupplycondi-  particularly how it would  affect the out-
from  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  tions. Their findings show that interest  comes of the important objectives  of at-
Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  ratesandcreditvolumeexertajointinflu-  tracting workers'remittances, encourag-
Dawn  Gustafson,  room  S7-044,  extension  ence on the behavior of private invest-  ing domestic  residents to hold  deposits  in
33714  (23  pages,  plus 19  pages  ofannexes).  ment in the countries examined.  local  currency,  andincreasinginvestme.
This paper - a joint product  of the  efficiency.
Financial Policy and Systems Division,  Interest rates clearly need to be in-
654.  Reflections on Credit Policy  Country  Economics  Department  and the  creased. But the complexity  and depth of
In Developing Countries:  Country Operations Division, Country  the distortions in both the real and the
Its Effect on Private Investment  Dep-trtn.ent  III,  Europe,  Middle  East,  and  financial sides of the economy tend to
Norei Africa  Regional  Office  - is part of  reduce the benefits of a  sharp rise in
Mansoor  Dailami  and  Marcelo  Giugale  a larger effort in PRE to analyze  the role  interest rates and increase the pressure
of financial  policy  in the growth and ad-  on  a weak  financial  system. Otparticuiar
Thejoint  effect of both the volume  of credit  justment process  of developing  countries.  concern  are the potential  effects  of  higher
and its price  - thc.t  is, the interest  rate  - Copies  are available  free from the World  interest rates on the investment perfor-
is  relevant to firms' investmtent decisions.  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  mance  of the business sector  and the sol-
So effective credit policy in developing  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Maria  vency  of the banking sector.
countries must take into account theinflu-  Raggambi,room  N9-041,  extension  37657  The  authorsrecommend  thatcnanges
ence of  both the  credit  supply  and  the  (28  pages,  with  charts,  figures,  and tables).  in the level  and structure ofinterest  rates
interest rate,  not  just one  or the other.  be planned  in several  steps and carrie
out in conjunction  with other adjustment
Previous  approaches  to credit policy  and  655.  Interest  Rate  Policy in Egypt:  measures, such as reducing the budget
its role in the stabilization and adjust-  ItS Role In Stabilization  deficit,  reforming  public  enterprises, an
ment of developing  countries have em-  and Adjustment  streamlining public  investment. But th
phasized  either therole ofthe availability  increases in interest rates should be high
of credit or the role of its price  - that is,  Mansoor  Dailami  and  HMnh  T.  Dinh  enough to mark a clear departure from
the interest rate.  Dailami and Giugale  pastpoliciesandtosendthepropersignal
argue that effective  credit policy  in devel-  Raising interest  rates is clearly  essential  to economic  agents.
oping countries must take into account  to the  success of any  stabilization  and  This paper - a joint product  of the
both  interest rate and credit channels.  adjustment  progrrAs  that Egypt  under-  Financial Policy and Systems Division,
The authors develop  their argument  takes.  But to reduce  the risks of higher  Country Economics  Departnent and the
in the context of the link between  credit  interest  rates  to  its distortedeconomy,  and  Country Operations Division, Countr3
policy  and private investment, using a  to increase  the benefits,  increases  in inter-  Department  III,  Europe,  Middle  East,an
model  of  firms'investment  behavior  in an  est rates need  to be accompanied  by other  North  Africa  Regional  Office  - is part of
economy  with  adjustment ateasures.  a larger effort in PRE to understand the
exogenous,  time-varying borrowing  role of financial  markets in the stabiliza-
constraints.  The model incorporates a  An appropriate  interest rate policy  is con-  tion and adjustment process  of develop-
creditceilinglinkedtothefirms'net worth  sidered  essential to the success  of  stabili-  ing countries. Copies  are available  free
and the state of the credit market.  zation and  adjustment programs that  from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,
The state of the credit market de-  Egypt  might  undertake. The  broad objec-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
)ends on factors - such as credit and  tives  of such a  policy would include  Maria Raggambi, room N9-041, exten
nterest rate  policy,  regulatory and su-  deregulatingcreditandinvestment,rais-  sion 37657 (34 pages, with figures and
pervisory practices, and  market  senti-  ing the interest rate, and developing  a  tables).
ments - that banks consider in making  "core"  short-term  debt market to serve as
ending decisions.  These factors affect  a reference  point for market determina-
banks'  decisions  independent  of a  tion of interest rates.  And as the gpv-
borrower's creditworthiness.  Thus, in  ernment moves  away from a regulated
times of tight money,  firms that would  environment of controlled credit  and
otherwise have received loans may be  regulated investment toward a more  lib-4  Policy, Planning, and Research Woking  Paper  Sries
656. Relative Deprivation  657. Distributional Aspects  sought by capitalists in both import iab-
and Migration:  Theory, Evidence,  of Debt Adjustment  stitution and export promotion  sectors.
and Policy Implications  *  Self-fulfillingexternaldefaultwith
Ishac Diwan  and Thierry  Verdier  heavy capital flight is more likely when
Oded  Stark and J. Edward Taylor  the default penalty is inelastic  and when
Because external  debt  repayments  have  a left-wing government is in power.
Evidence on migration  in Mexico shows  distributional  implications  in the debtor  * Assumingperfectbargaininggov
that people in households  relatively  de-  country, domestic politics  affect the for-  ernmentswithconstituenciesthatoppose
prived in  that  village are more likely to  mulationofthedebtotrategy.  Anddomes-  heavydebtrepaymentcangetbetterdeals
migrate abroad than are people in house-  ticoppositiontoheavydebtrepaymentcan  with  creditors  than  governments  sup
holds that are better situated  in that  vil  be a blessing for debt negotiators - who  ported by  groups  that  favor more  debt
h~  'e.  are likely to get betterdeals  with creditors  adjustment.  Opposition at home can be a
as a result.  blessing  for debt negotiators,  as could  be
Stark and Taylor examine the importance  seen by the last Venezuelan rescheduling
of absolute  income and  relative  depriva-  Diwan and  Verdier explore how the for-  agreement  (which followed street  riots
tion incentives for internal  and interna-  mulation of debt repayment  policies can  over price increases) and the recentMexi
tional  migration  in  developing  country  be  affected  by  the  nature  of  the  can debtreliefagreement(which  followed
households.  decisionmakers  and the strength of vari-  a very close  election).
Empirical  results, based on Mexican  ous interest  groupsMost models of debtor  This paper  - a product of the Deb
village data, support  the hypothesis  that  countries  assume  that  all individuals  in  and  Intemationel  Finance  Division, In
households'  relative  deprivation  in  the  the  economy are  alike  or  that  gainers  ternational  Economics Department  - is
village reference  group is significant  in  compensate losers; most analysis ignores  part  of a larger  effort in PRE to under-
explaining  migration by  household  mem-  political  considerations. But recent  elec-  stand the  determinants of debt repay-
bers  to destinations  where  a  reference  toral  campaigns  in Latin  America  sug-  ments  by  highly  indebted  developing
group  substitution  is  unlikely  and  the  gest that  debt policy may have important  countries.  Copies are available free from
eturns  to migration  are high.  distributive  implications.  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
Independent  of relative deprivation,  Diwan and Verdier argue  that small  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please contact
village households wisely pair theirmem-  penalties can be enough to deter default if  Sheilah  King-Watson, room S8-025, ex-
bers with the labor markets  in which the  they hurt  the interests  of groups that are  tension  33730 (31 pages).
returns to their human capital are likely  closely  associated with policymakers  -
o  be greatest. The results suggest  that a  especially  when  the costs of debt service
specific type of migration constitutes a  can "e shifted to groups with less influ-  658.  Fiscal Policy with Fixed
response to a  specific configuration of  ence on decisionmaking.  Nominal Exchange R13tes:
variables,  andtheroleofrelative depriva-  They  focus  on how  debt policy  affects  COte  d'lvolre
tion appears to differ for internal  and  domestic  conflict  between  labor and capi-
international  migration.  tal, between import substitution  and ex-  Christophe  Chamley  and Hafez Ghanem
Taking relative deprivation into ac-  port  promotion sectors, and  between
count when studying migration  is shown  tradedandnontradedgoods  sectors. Debt  Coted'Ivoire'sincreaseindebtinthel980s
to  have important implications  for devel-  service requires austerity, which is dis-  (from 30 percent of GDP  to 100  percent)
opment  policy.  For  example,  economic  tributed  unequally; capital is better  able  did little for new investment,  because the
development  that  does  not  redress  thanlabortomoveabroadandthusevade  inuestment-GDPratiobarelycompensated
intravillage  income inequalities  may be-  taxes-andwiththeexpectationofhigher  for inflation.  The counhw8s  fiscal stance
come associated  with more migration.  taxes, capital is more likely to flee, reduc-  hurt the real exchange rate and  interna-
This paper  - a joint  product of the  ing capital stocks. Meanwhile,  to gener-  tional competitiveness.
Welfare and Human  Resources Division,  ate foreign resources, traded goods must
Eopulation  and  Human  Resources  De-  expand,  which requires  a  real  devalua-  Coted'Ivoirerepresentsanidealopportu-
zartment and the Agricultural Policies  tion;  this  generates  a  conflict  with  nity for  a case study of  the effects  offiscal
Division,  Agriculture and Rural Develop-  nontraded  goods.  policyin a developingcountry with afixed
ment Department  - is part  of a larger  Diwan and Verdier argue that:  exchange rate.  For the last  15 years, the
effort  in PRE to identify factors underly-  * Govemments  backed by constitu-  growth of the Ivorian  economy  has been
ing rural change and rural economic per-  encies from nontraded  goods sectors are  dramatically  affected by both exagenous
formance. Copies  are available  free from  more  likely to default.  factors  and the responses  of fiscal  policy.
the World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  * Without capital mobility,  capital-  After a commodity  boom  in 1976-77,
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  ists in import substitution will tend to  expansionaryfiscal  policiesincreased  the
Maria Paz Felix,  room S9-109,  extension  oppose  the repayment sought by capital-  price of nontradable goods relative to
33724  (42  pages).  ists in export promotion.  Workers'  inter-  tradable goods. Government  deficits  in-
eats will  depend  on  imports'  share in their  duced  large external deficits.
consumption  basket.  Chamley  and Ghanem analyze the
* With capital mobility, labor will  structure  of government spending and
oppose the  extent  of debt  repayment  revenues  to  investigate  whether  there is aPoyt  Pbnlnng,  and  Rem?h  Wodkng  PAper  Seres  IS
relationship  between the lag  govern-  CMEA  countries. The input price ehock  ployer  of low-shiU  female labor.
ment deficits and the Ivorian economy's  has a biger  effect  on internal prices  than
moor  performance  during  the 1980s.  They  does an equivalent devaluation.  The Colombian  cut flower  industry is one
ilso examine what factors determine the  The supply response to changes in  of the major  development  success  stories
reel exchangp  rate and the external bal-  relative prices and market incentives is  ofthelast20years.  Theindustry  sarcely
ance.  likely  to face at least two  major  problems  existed in 1966  but developed  rapidly.
This  paper-aproduct  ofthe Macro-  at a micro levil.  First, the rules of op-  By 1980, Colombia  was the world's
economic  Ajustment  and Growth Divi.  eration  for firms  in tho productive  sphere  second  largest exporter  of cut flowers  af-
sion, Country Economics  Department - are still dominated  by enterprises  operat-  ter the Netherlands,  accounting  for  8 per-
is part of a PRE research prodect,  "The  ingundersoftbudgetconstraintss-with  cent of the world export supply of cut
MacroeconomicsofthePublicSectorDeff-  little price responsiveness. Second,  in a  flowers, and  it  continues to hold that
t" (RPO 676-31). Copies  are available  settingofmonopolHsticcompetition,where position.
free from "he  World  Bank, 1818  H Street  individual  firms have considerable  mar-  This rapid development has  made
NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Please  ket power, full price deregulation may  the cut flower  industry a major contribu
contact Raquel Luz, room Nl1-07,  ex-  reduce output.  tortotheColombianeconomy.  Cutflowers
tension 34303(65 pages).  Bulgaria's moves toward a market  are  now  the  nation's  leading
economy are  likely to  affect  growth  nontraditional export and fourth largest
through several  channels. The  correction  earner of foreign exchange after coffee,
559.  Inflation and Growth  of macroeconomic  imbalances  - cutting  petroleum, and bananas.
in  the  Transiton from  Socialism:  imports  and cooling  aggregate  demand  to  Theindustryalsohasbecomeamajor
The Cas of Bulgaria  dampen inflationary pressures  - will  employeroflow-skill,largelyfemalelabor
contract aggregate  economic  activity. Re-  drawn from the low-income  areas sur-
Andr6s  Solimano  formsofthe  incentive  structure will  make  rounding Bogota. In 1989,  the industr3
part of the capital stock  economically  ob-  employed  more than 70,000  workers  an'
fr*gile political-macroeoonomic  equi-  solete,  hampering productive  capacity  in  generated another 50,000 jobs in such
ubriumisboundtoresultinhighinflation  the short run.  The response of private  ancillary industries  as packaging and
in  the transition from socialism.  The  investment to the new incentives  will be  transportation.
collapseofgrowthinBulgaria  is the result  highly sensitive to macroeconomic  sta-  EvolutionoftheColombiancutflower
f cuts in oil deliveries  from the Soviet  bility and the perceived  probability tlhat  industry illustrates how the market sys
rnion  and Iraq, domestic dislocation  in  the reform process  will last and consoli-  tem enables a  society to coordinate its
thesupplyofinputsfollowingthedisman-  date.  Otherwise, private invcators will  economic  activities in the most effective
tling of caetral planning, and the con-  wait before  acting, delaying  the resump-  way. Historically,  cut flower  production
traction  of the Soviet market.  tion ofgrowth.  Given  these  impediments,  moved  from the eastern United States to
external support in the form of new fi-  the western  and southem states and then
Bulgaria's shaky macroeconomic  situa-  nancing  and direct  investment will  play a  to Colombia.
tion is a serious obstacle for a  smooth  major role in consolidating the reform  In both cases, development of air
transition from central planning to mar-  and in the resumption  of growth.  transportation made markets accessible
kets.  It has to correct large current ac-  This  paper-aproductoftheMacro-  withinhoursffrom  anywherein the world
count deficits with the convertible  cur-  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-  This freed growers to shift production  to
rency area.  It also has to eliminate in-  sion, Country  Economics  Department - areas with  favorable  land and labor costs
flationary pressures and large price dis-  is part ofalarger effortin PRE to  conduct  as well  as a good  growing  climate.
tortions. And it has to get into a path of  researchonreformingsocialisteconomies.  Inthe UnitedStates, consumershave
sustainable growth.  Copies  are available  free from the World  benefited  from the greater variety, lower
The hnks between inflation, money  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  prices, and wider availability  of flowers
velocity, the money overhang, and the  DC 20433. Please contact Emily Khine,  The  U.S.  economy  alsohasbenefitedfrom
fiscal deficit are  crucial for assessing  room  N11-067,extension  37471  (51  pages,  the employment  opportunities  created  by
2robable  inflationary trends in Bulgaria.  with tables).  the necessity to handle and care for the
3olimanoshowsthatwithcontrolledprices  increased  volume  offlowers  at the whole-
and  financial repression.  low velocity  sale and retail level.
ceeps  inflation at an artificially  low  level  660.  The Development  of the  This paper - a product  of  the Trade
despite large fiscal  deficits. But as prices  Colomblan Cut Flower Industry  Policy Division,  Country Economics  De-
are deregulatedandthefinancial sectoris  partment - is part of a larger effort in
reformed,  velocity  can be expected to in-  Jos6  A.  Mendez  PRE to understand the economics  of the
crease - due to expectations of higher  emergence  of  "fairness"  as a standard for
inflation and financial  innovation.  The Colombian  cut flower  industry is one  regulating international trade, its impli-
Solimano  uses cost-determined  price  ofthe mqaordevelopmentsuccess  storiesof  cations for the continued  openness  of the
quations  to  explore  the effects  on domes  the last  20 years, growing from small  international trading system,  anditscon-
ic  prices of a devaluation of the leva and  beginnings  in 1966 to the world's  second  tinued functioning as an important ve-
an increase in the price of foreign  inputs  largestexporterofcutflowersin  1980.  The  hicle for development. Copies  are avail-
mportedfrom  the SovietUnion  andother  industry also has become  a  major em-  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H16  PolIcy,  Planning,  and  Rearech  Wonking  PWr Seil#
Strs..NW,Washington,DC20488.  Plow  ditionality.  study. Among  the keyfindings:
contact  Nellie T. Artie, room N1C.13,  The World  Bank and the IMFzhould  * Health indicators (mortality, im-
extenson 37947  (35 pa,  with table),  collaborteinlong-termplanningforSub-  munization coverage, life expectancy)
Sahaan  Africa. Plicy  Framework Pa-  showed stable improvements in all ro-
pers should  go beyond  the three-year  ho.  gions,  but Africa's  rates were  the slowest.
661. The Bretton  Woods Agencies  rizonthatcurrentproceduresnowdictate  * Of all social  indicators, education
and  Sub-Saharan  Africa  and plan ome isfuse for  five to 10  years.  made the greatest gains. In Africa,  how-
In the 1990M: Facing  the Tough  The BankandtheFundshould  unite  ever, net enrollment ratios actually de-
Qutihns  in an effort to produce  strategic plans for  creased in the 1980s.
the entire region to guide their own work  * Whiledevelopingnationsasagroup
RichardE.  Feinber  and  to give clear signals and realistic  enjoyed  improved  indices of undernutri-
expectations  to  the region. The nations of  tion in 1965-85,  the degree  ofundernutri-
TheInternationalMonetaryFundandthe  Sub-Saharan Africa  also should  play ma-  tion worsened  in more than one-third of
World  Bant fae. a complex  deelwopment  jor roles in designing  these programs.  Sub-Saharan African  countries.
challenge  in Sub-Saharan Africa in the  Collaboration  will  proceed more  * The two  regions characterized by
coming  decade. The World  Bank should  anoothlyifone institution  clearly  has the  economic  difficulties  in the 1980s  - Af-
takethe lead  in organing  external  assis-  lead - and, in this  region, the World  rica and Latin America and the Carib-
tanc  eq7'w*  and structurl  reform pro.  Bank rather than  the IMF should take  bean - also saw declines  in average per
grams in this region.  theleadinorgani,angexternal asistance  capita private consumption  during that
efforts  and policy  reform  programs. Such  decade.
Both the International Monetary Fund  an approach would  be consistent  with the  * The share of total government  ex-
and the World Bank recognize  that Sub-  1989 decision to give the World Bank  penditure on health remained stable in
Saharan Africa  represents a difficult  and  primacy  over structural matters.  all regions,  but that of  education  declines
complex  development  challenge.  This paper - a product of the Debt  in Africa,  South  Asia, and Latin America
FeinbergpreposesthattheBankand  and International Finance Division,  In-  and the Caribbean.
the Fund take four institutional steps to  ternational Economics  Department  - is  The authors also note that any effort
deal effectively  with the region's prob-  partofalargereffortinPREtoassessthe  toassesstrendsisseverelyhamperedby
ems in the near term:  availability  of external resources  to sup-  lack of information. The quality of  exist-
T  The agencies should reconsider  port African adjustment and growth in  ing data is not systematically trustwor-
their planned net capital contribution  to  the 1990s.  Copies  are available  free from  thy, and there are many gaps. The World
help  overcome  the region's severe  foreign  the World Bank,  1818 H Street  NW,  Bank  and most bilateral and multilateral
exchangeconstraints.  Anegativeresource  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  agenciesare placingincreasingemphasis
transfercouldweakentheinfluenceofthe  Sheilah King-Watson,  room S8-040,  ex-  on monitoring the impact of programs.
multilateral agencies  and tighten the fi-  tension  33730  (32  pages, with tables).  The need  for simple,  up-to-date  data may
nancial straitjackets  already crippling  trigger more vigorous  data collection.
many countries in the region.  This paper - a product of the Wel-
o The Brady proposals  represented  662.  Trends In Social Indicators  fare  and  Human  Resources Division,
a major conceptual  step forward toward  and Social Sector Financing  Population and Human Resources De-
alleviatingtheprivate debtoverhangthat  partment - is part of a larger effort in
seriously  burdens at least a dozen  coun-  Jacques  van  der  Gaag,  Elene  Makonnen,  PRE to improve  knowledge  on trends in
tries in the region. Additional  efforts to  and  Pienre  Englebert  poverty  and its correlates: malnutrition,
reduce the private debts of the low-in-  illiteracy, illness, and premature death.
come  countries will be needed to achieve  Social indicators since 1960 show the  Copies  are available free from the World
the objectives  of the proposals.  quality of life improving in developing  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,
* The Bank's analysis of the prob-  countries  as a group. The  aggregate  pic-  DC 20433. Please contact Brenda Rosa,
lems  facing  the region argues for  a faster  ture masks substantial differences.  room  S9-137,  extension  33751  (129pages,
andmorecomprehensivereformnprogram.  with tables).
In the 1990s  the Bretton Woods  agencies  Over the past three decades,  per capita
willfaceincreasingpressurestogivemore  GDP  has increased worldwide. Van der
weighttoissuesofsocialequityandpoliti-  Gaag, Makonnen, and Englebert exam-  663.  Bank Holding Companles:
cal variables.  ine whether this has resulted in better  A Better Structure for Conducting
* The Bank and the Fund will have  quality of life in  developing  countries.  Universal Banking?
to improve  their ability so work  together  Their paper documents  the evolution  of
to maximize their  effectiveness in  the  social indicators (health, education, nu-  Samuel  H. Talley
1990s.  One way  to achieve  more  effective  trition), private consumption,  and gov-
cooperation  between the agencies would  ernTnent  expenditure on the social sec-  Wouldbankholdingcompaniesbeabetter
be for them to synchronize  their policies  tore  structure to conduct universal banking?
on such  issues as resource  transfers, com-  The authors conclude  that  develop-  The device  contains some important ad.
mercial debts of middle- and low-income  ing countries made uneven progress in  vantages,  but the evidence  now is limited
countries,  andeconomic  and political  con-  the quality of life in the  period under  and unacceptably  high risks for banksPolicy,  Planning,  and Reseawh  Working  Paper  Serles  17
could be one result.  Economics  Department - is part of a  videsa sense ofsecurity  toemployeesthat
larger effort in PRE to explore ways to  the risk of redundancy in the firm after
Banking systems  in many countries  have  increase the soundness of banking sys-  privatization  will  be less. As  a result, the
*come increasingly unstable in recent  tems. Copies  are available  free from the  opposition  of labor may decrease.
years. At the same time, market forces  World Bank, 1818  H Street NW, Wash-  Where  layoffs  do  occur  after
have  pushed banks to  expand into a vari-  ington, DC £0433. Please contact Zena  privatization,  share  ownership  may
ety of universal banking activities, in-  Seguis,  room  N9-005,  extension  37665(24  complement  a severance package. Share
udingsomethatappeartoinvolvehigher  pages).  ownership  also  may mute worker opposi-
sks than traditional bankingoperations.  tion to privatization in those countries
Talley notes that these trends have  where employees  believe  that they have
prompted questions about whether re-  664.  Should Employee  some right to ownership  in the firm, pri-
structuring banking organizations  might  Participation Be Part of  marily in socialist and  post-communist
permit them to pursue universal  banking  Privatization?  countries.
activities  without  impairing the stability  This paper -a  product  of  the Public
of the banking system.  Barbara  W.  Lee  Sector Management and Private Sector
The basic  bank holding  company  pro-  Development  Division,  Country  Econom-
posal contains three major elements:  Employee participation  has grown rap-  ics  Department-is  partofalargereffort
* Any  bank that wants to operate as  idly in many  developed  countries,  but it is  in PRE  to assess the lessons  ofexperience
universal bank must first form a hold-  onlv beginning  to  emerge  asanelenentin  inprivatization. Copiesareavailableffree
ng company  and then conduct  all riskier  the economies  of  developing  nations. Evi-  from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,
activities  in holdingcompanyunitsrather  dence  shows  that employee  ownership  and  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
than  directly in the  bank.  The bank  other  forms  ofemployee  participation  can  Gloria Orraca-Tetteh, room N9.069, ex-
would  continue to engage in traditional  ease  privatization.  tension 37646  (26 pages).
Danking  activities that involve  the usual
vels  of risk.  Employee  participation in the financial
* The government would develop  and managerinl  aspects of firms has in-  665.  Microeconomic Distortions:
aws and regulations designed as safe-  creased as governments  and owners  have  Static LOSSeS  and their EffQct
ruards to insulate the bank from any  tried to enhance productivity, broaden  on the Efficiency of Investment
inancial problems that might occur in  owner3kip, or facilitate  privatization
holding  company  affiliates of the bank.  transactions.  Ram6n  L6pez
* Bankregulatoryauthoritieswould  Many  developed  countries are expe-
mpose  little or nosupervision  on holding  riencingrapidgrowthinschemestointro-  Trade distortions can reduce the social
company  units. Instead,  the marketplace  duce or enhance  tarious forms of em-  efficiencyofinvestment.  Evenamoderate,
would discipline  the financial affairs of  ployee  participation. For example,  about  uniform tariff of 50 percent  could reduce
these affiliates.  11,000  firms employing  11 million work-  the efficiency  of investment by almost a
The use of  the bank holding  company  ersin the United  States have some  form  of  quarter.
device  to conduct universal banking ac-  stock  ownership  for employees.  About  10
tivities can promise important  public  percent of all employees  in the U.K are  In the past decade  the developing  coun-
aenefitsincluding:  (1)asoundercommer-  eligible  to participate in share ownership  tries have tried much harder to achieve
cial banking system, (2) less banking  plans.  macroeconomic  stability than they have
regulation, and (3) greater competitive  An  estimated  500,000 employee  to  eliminate  inefficiencies  from
equalitybetweenbankingandnonbanking  profit-sharing  plans exist in the U.S.,  and  microeconomic  distortions.
units.  participatory plans are a major element  L6pez  has pursued a relatively  new
One major objective  of  using holding  in the industrial policy  of such countries  line of inquiry in exarrining measure-
companies to conduct  banking activities  as Japan  and  Sweden.  In developing  ment of the social  inco.,.o  losses induced
to preserve banking stability. The evi-  countries, plans for employee  participa-  by the reduction of the investment effi-
[ence  is inconclusive  on whether holding  tion have emerged  only  recently.  ciency  caused by trade distortions.
companies  could achieve  this goal.  The effect  of employee  participation  Empirical findings  of the study sug-
The major risk is that policymakers  schemes on firm performance  is mixed.  gest a strong negative effect  of trade dis-
may tend to assume that safeguards  pro-  Without  privatization,  evidence  is strong  tortions  on the social  efficiency  of  invest-
tecting banks are invulnerable  and allow  that combining employee  ownership or  ment. Even  a moderate,  uniform  tariff of
holding  companies  to engage in risky ac-  profit  sharing with  some  direct participa-  50 percent could  cause a reduction  in the
tivitiestheywouldneverconsiderpermit-  tion produces a positive impact on firm  effici.ncy  of investment of up to 23 per-
ting banks to conduct. If holding  compa-  performance.  Under privatization, by  cent compared  with a 0 percent tariff.
nies encountered serious problems be-  contrast, there is no evidence  that  em-  The (social)  income losses  caused by
cause of unduly high risks, banks affili-  ployee  ownership  alone  will  contribute  to  the  reduced investment efficiency  are
ated with them could experience  serious  improved  performance.  considerable.  Countriesthathaveamod-
smage as a result.  Employeeownershipandotherforms  erate investment ratio (about 20 percent
Thispaper-aproductofthe  Finan-  of participation  do  appear  to  ease  of GDP) can experience social income
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